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Introduction
Computing technology and the Internet have dramatically change our lives and the boom of new technology,
the Internet of Things (IoT), continues to expand the range of Internet connected devices including wearable
devices, sensors, wireless networks, home appliances, electric vehicles and so on. These new devices and
applications require long life operations with low signals and limited power supplies from batteries or other
harvested energy supplies. With this ever expanding range of devices comes an increasing demand in the
need to analyze the current profile for research, development and the debugging of low power devices and
circuits.
A current probe with an oscilloscope has been commonly used for measuring such dynamic current behavior.
However, it is becoming difficult to measure the low current of μA or less flowing in the next generation low
power devices.
Keysight‘s CX3300 Device Current Waveform Analyzer is a new solution for measuring a current waveform
more precisely. Its low noise design and unique ultra-wideband low current sensing technology allow you
to quickly and interactively visualize never before seen current waveform. The CX3300 supports the current
sensors covering a wide range from 100 pA to 10 A with 1 GSa/s sampling rate, 200 MHz bandwidth, 14/16
bit dynamic range and 256 Mpts memory depth capabilities on a 2ch or 4ch mainframe model.
The CX3300A enables a wide range of precision current waveform measurements that have been difficult
to obtain using a conventional current probe. It enables you to accelerate the research, development,
debugging and current profiling for a wide range of applications as follows.
–– Battery powered mobile and wearable devices
–– Low power wireless/communication/IoT chip
–– MCU/ SoC/IP core
–– ESD (Electro-Static-Discharge) test
–– Non-volatile memory (NVM) characterization
–– Time varied parameter characterization of materials and devices etc.

Figure 1. CX3300A Device Current Waveform Analyzer
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Requirements for a Precision Current Waveform Measurement
Many recent electronic devices consist of a range of chips as shown in the example in Figure 2
below. Electronic devices are becoming more powerful but their power is supplied from a limited
power source such as a battery. Power saving and efficient power management are important
and low power devices typically support intermittent operation between sleep and active mode.
The current profile will depend on the operation mode and it is necessary to analyze a current
profile that can be less than mA at sleep mode.
A current probe with an oscilloscope is commonly used for a dynamic current measurement,
however, with the increase in the number of low power devices, there is a demand for an
analyzer that can undertake the following:
–– High sensitivity to measure the current even at sleep mode
–– Dynamic range to measure the sleep and active mode transition
–– Wide frequency range starting from DC
–– Accurate and reliable measurement without the core saturation effect of a current probe.
–– Visualization of current waveform, not an averaged current
Keysight’s CX3300A is designed for precision current waveform measurement for these
highly demanded needs. The CX3300A enables you to analyze the real current waveform and
improve the power management. Current waveform visualization unveils the phenomena that
is not possible to obtain with only a voltage measurement, and accelerates the development,
evaluation and debugging of new generation devices.
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Figure 2. Example of a low power device and measurement requirements
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The CX3300 Unveils Never Before Seen Current Waveform
The followings are some examples measured by the CX3300A. In comparison with a current probe, the CX3300A can more clearly and
precisely visualize current waveform measurements.

Example-1: Low power device measurement
This is an example of a BLE (Bluetooth Low Energy) device advertising event measurement. Although a conventional current probe
allows you to observe the current waveform shape, the CX3300 unveils more precise never before seen current waveform in the circuit.
For the CX3300, the CX1101A sensor is selected, because it has similar bandwidth to the current probe.
Current probe (DC - 100 MHz, 1mA min)
with oscilloscope (12 bit, 350 MHz BW, 2.5 GSa/s)

The CX3300A with the CX1101A current sensor
(DC - 100 MH, 40 MHz BW@20 mA range)
Overview

Overview

“

2 mA/div

2 mA/div

1 ms /div

Sleep and wake-up
(1) below

Active
(2) below

Sleep

(1) Zoom into sleep and wake-up mode

1 ms /div

Sleep and wake-up
(1) below

Active
(2) below

(1) Zoom into sleep and wake-up mode

Real device behavior is
visualized more clearly.

The current shows just the noise. It is not
possible to see the current in more detail..

(2) Zoom into active mode

The current looks spiky but it is difficult
to know if it is the signal or the noise.
Figure 3. Example of a low power device measurement

Small signals with different
frequencies are unveiled.

(2) Zoom into active mode

Only the signal is visible by
the noise suppression.

Sleep
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Example-2: Pulsed I/V measurement
The CX3300A’s current measurement capability is not limited to circuit board applications, but also available for any current waveform
measurement applications.
An example application is a pulsed I/V measurement. It is important to prevent self-heating, study non-volatile memory behavior, or
characterize time varied device parameters for material and device characterization. The semiconductor technology evolution demands
higher speeds and higher levels of sensitivity.
In this pulsed I/V measurement example, the pulse steps are applied to 1 kΩ, and the current waveform is measured as follows.

Current response to the pulse steps
Current prober,
or CX3300A

Pulse generator
1k Ω

50 ohm
termination

2V
500 mV
100 mV

Width =100 ns

1V

Pulse steps applied to the DUT
Tr =30 ns

Current probe (DC - 100 MHz
1 mA min) with oscilloscope
(12 bit, 350 MHz BW, 2.5 GSa/s)

CX3300A with CX1101A
current sensor
(DC - 100 MH, 40 MHz
BW@20 mA range)

Figure 4. Pulsed I/V measurement setup and measurement result comparison

100 ns/div
1 mA/div

100 ns/div
1 mA/div
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A Breakthrough Solution for Precision Current Waveform Measurement
As shown in the measurement examples, the CX3300A’s low noise design and ultra-wideband low current sensing technology
enables you to precisely and accurately visualize never before seen current waveform. The CX3300A’s measurement capabilities can
complement and enhance existing measurement solutions and benefit a broad range of applications with the following features:

Benefits:
–– The ability to precisely visualize never before seen current waveform
–– Accurate and reliable measurement without the core saturation effect of a current probe
–– No maximum current and frequency derating limitation
–– No time loss for degauss operation
–– Enabling explorative measurements and debugging in a similar way as using an oscilloscope

Key Features:
–– Ultra-wideband low current sensing technology based current sensors (CX1101A, CX1102A, CX1103A)
–– Max. 200 MHz bandwidth (50 MHz, 100 MHz and 200 MHz options)
–– Max. 1 GSa/s sampling rate
–– Max. 256 Mpts memory depth (16 M, 64 M and 256 M options)
–– 2ch/4ch mainframe model. (Digital channel is available only for 4ch model)
–– WGXA 14.1” LCD with multi touch screen that is helpful for interactive measurement and debugging

CX3300 mainframe

Sensor connector inputs (2ch or 4ch)
CX1101A Single
channel current sensor

CX1103A Low side
current sensor

20 µA to 10 A range
25 kHz to 100 MHz
40 V max

200 nA to 20 mA range
100 kHz to 200 MHz
0.5 V/1 V max

CX1102A Dual channel
(range) current sensor

CX1151A Passive Probe
Interface Adapter
(for voltage monitor)

20 µA to 1 A range
25 kHz to 100 MHz
12 V max

80 V max (with 1/10 probe)
8 V max (without 1/10 probe)

Figure 5. CX3300 Product Overview
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Ordering Information
Category

2 channel
mainframe

4 channel
mainframe

Sensors and
accessories

Model Number

Description

CX3322A

Device Current Waveform Analyzer, 1 GSa/s, 14/16-bit, 2 Channel

CX3322A-B05

Bandwidth – 50 MHz

CX3322A-B10

Bandwidth – 100 MHz

CX3322A-B20

Bandwidth – 200 MHz

CX3322A-016

Memory – 16 Mpts/ch

CX3322A-064

Memory – 64 Mpts/ch

CX3322A-256

Memory – 256 Mpts/ch

CX3300A-KBD

Mini-Keyboard and Optical Mouse

CX3322A-A6J

ANZI Z540-1-1994 Calibration

CX3322A-UK6

Commercial Calibration Certificate with Test Data

CX3324A

Device Current Waveform Analyzer, 1 GSa/s, 14/16-bit, 4 Channel

CX3324A-B05

Bandwidth – 50 MHz

CX3324A-B10

Bandwidth – 100 MHz

CX3324A-B20

Bandwidth – 200 MHz

CX3324A-016

Memory – 16 Mpts/ch

CX3324A-064

Memory – 64 Mpts/ch

CX3324A-256

Memory – 256 Mpts/ch

CX3300A-KBD

Mini-Keyboard and Optical Mouse

CX3324A-A6J

ANZI Z540-1-1994 Calibration

CX3324A-UK6

Commercial Calibration Certificate with Test Data

CX1101A

Current Sensor, Single Channel, ± 40 V, 100 MHz, 40 nA – 1 A

CX1102A

Current Sensor, Dual Channel, ± 12 V, 100 MHz, 40 nA - 1 A

CX1103A

Current Sensor, Low Side, 200 MHz, 100 pA - 20 mA

CX1151A1

Passive Probe Interface Adapter

CX1152A

Digital Channel, 10 Mohm Input, ± 25 V, 8 Channel

CX1201A

Sensor Head, Coaxial Through

CX1202A
CX1203A

Sensor Head, Coaxial Through with V Monitor
2

Sensor Head, Coaxial Termination

CX1204A

Sensor Head, Twisted Pair Adapter

CX1205A

Sensor Head, Test Lead Adapter

CX1206A

Sensor Head, High Current Adapter with Expander, 10 A

CX1903A

Rack Mount Kit for CX3300 Series

CX1905A 3

Attachment for 3D Probe Positioner

1. Recommended passive probe: Keysight N2843A
2. CX1203A is furnished for CX1101A and CX1102A.
3. Recommended 3D positioner: Keysight N2787A
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Evolving
Our unique combination of hardware, software, support, and people can help
you reach your next breakthrough. We are unlocking the future of technology.

From Hewlett-Packard to Agilent to Keysight

myKeysight
www.keysight.com/find/mykeysight
A personalized view into the information most relevant to you.
Keysight Services
www.keysight.com/find/service
Our deep offering in design, test, and measurement services deploys an
industry-leading array of people, processes, and tools. The result? We help
you implement new technologies and engineer improved processes that
lower costs.
Three-Year Warranty
www.keysight.com/find/ThreeYearWarranty
Keysight’s committed to superior product quality and lower total cost
of ownership. Keysight is the only test and measurement company with
three-year warranty standard on all instruments, worldwide. And, we provide
a one-year warranty on many accessories, calibration devices, systems and
custom products.
Keysight Assurance Plans
www.keysight.com/find/AssurancePlans
Up to ten years of protection and no budgetary surprises to ensure your
instruments are operating to specification, so you can rely on accurate
measurements.
Keysight Channel Partners
www.keysight.com/find/channelpartners
Get the best of both worlds: Keysight’s measurement expertise and product
breadth, combined with channel partner convenience.

For more information on Keysight
Technologies’ products, applications or
services, please contact your local Keysight
office. The complete list is available at:
www.keysight.com/find/contactus
Americas
Canada
Brazil
Mexico
United States

(877) 894 4414
55 11 3351 7010
001 800 254 2440
(800) 829 4444

Asia Pacific
Australia
China
Hong Kong
India
Japan
Korea
Malaysia
Singapore
Taiwan
Other AP Countries

1 800 629 485
800 810 0189
800 938 693
1 800 11 2626
0120 (421) 345
080 769 0800
1 800 888 848
1 800 375 8100
0800 047 866
(65) 6375 8100

Europe & Middle East
Austria
Belgium
Finland
France
Germany
Ireland
Israel
Italy
Luxembourg
Netherlands
Russia
Spain
Sweden
Switzerland

United Kingdom

0800 001122
0800 58580
0800 523252
0805 980333
0800 6270999
1800 832700
1 809 343051
800 599100
+32 800 58580
0800 0233200
8800 5009286
800 000154
0200 882255
0800 805353
Opt. 1 (DE)
Opt. 2 (FR)
Opt. 3 (IT)
0800 0260637

For other unlisted countries:
www.keysight.com/find/contactus
(BP-2-23-17)

DEKRA Certified
ISO9001 Quality Management System

www.keysight.com/find/cx3300

www.keysight.com/go/quality
Keysight Technologies, Inc.
DEKRA Certified ISO 9001:2015
Quality Management System
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